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Categorical object detection addresses determining the number of instances of a
particular object category in an image, and localizing those instances in space
and scale. The shape-based visual recognition of object categories is one of hot
topics in computer vision. The diversity of poses of targets and complexity of the
environment in real images bring huge challenges to shape extraction and object
recognition. This work addresses the problems of categorical object detection
based on shape by combining ideas and approaches from biological vision. The
main parts are as follows.
Introducing the visual mechanisms related to shape perception, interpreting the
biological basis for principle of totality in the Gestalt psychology and its biological
model. By adopting principle of totality to visual categorical recognition, the
bottom-up features extraction and top-down object detection are unified into one
framework.
Inspired by integrated field model in biological vision, a three-stage contour
detection algorithm is proposed. Stage 1 uses structure adaptive filters to smooth
noises and enhance shape features; Stage 2 combines excitatory inputs and
inhibitory inputs from spatial context, thus adjusting the contour responses. Stage
3 evaluates the saliency of contour fragments. This algorithm improves detection
of object contours and region boundaries in natural scenes by unifying two
different roles: excitation and inhibition in the contour detection. Inhibitory
interactions are supposed to separate surfaces and textures, while excitatory
interactions enhance similar contour feature.
Focused on contour fragments aggregation; a new salient contour extraction
algorithm based on adaptive edgel growing is proposed. Starting from seed
edgels, construct paths following visual constrains and visual evidences. The













threshold parameter and more effective for extraction of low-contrast contours. A
method based on image segmentation is developed to extraction closed object
contour. Combining the shape cue and appearance cue, segmentation preserves
the spatial coherence of the shape and regions appearance. The boundaries of
segments are extracted as closed contour finally.
The divide and conquer is used to decompose complex shape into several parts.
An extension of the Shape Context descriptor is designed to represent single
contour fragment and a tree-union models the relationship between whole and
partial feature.
Under the Bayesian theoretical architectures, a coarse-to-fine shape matching
strategy is proposed. In both stages, using shape band as global feature
constraint, which avoids the disturbances from the other parts on the background
and textured edges. Coarse stage evaluates global feature and fine stage
determines the contour parts. Experiments show it is simple, yet efficient and
effective.
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